The 3rd World Congress on Controversies in Urology (CURy)  
Athens, Greece, February 25-28, 2010

We wish to introduce you to CURy, the Congress on Controversies in Urology.  
We had a very successful 2nd congress in Lisbon, February 5-8, 2009 with 1300 participants, and we are now planning a 3rd congress in Athens, Greece, February 25-28, 2010.  
You are welcome to visit the congress site at:  
http://comtecmad.com/cury/2010

The CURy Congress is based on the concept of controversies. The Scientific Program is based on a format of debates, focusing on unresolved issues within the field of Urology and aiming to present answers, supported by evidence-based medicine and expert opinion. The format encourages both sides of any issue to be explored, followed by discussion between the speakers and the audience.  
For an example of the sessions held in Lisbon, please visit the following link to the 2009 Webcast:  

Please let us know if it would be possible to promote CURy among your colleagues and would like to ask for the opportunity to introduce CURy to the JUA members.  
We believe this would be an important opportunity for many of the JUA members to participate in a congress which will address the experiences and opinions of experts on a wide spectrum of urological conditions.

We would be more than happy to provide you with any materials necessary to promote CURy.  
We are looking forward to hearing from you.  
Best regards,

Prof. Claude Schulman  
Prof. Jacob Ramon

On behalf of the CURy Committee